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I.  Introduction 
Inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR) imaging usually consists of two stages. The first 
is motion compensation applied for transforming the relative motion between radar and 
moving target into the radar’s rotation motion around the target on the turntable. The 
second is range-Doppler (R-D) image formation of target. Conventional R-D imaging 
requires that during the coherent integrated time period, the migration of scatters on 
target should not be through one resolution cell 
[1]
, otherwise the focusing of edge scatters 
may be degraded. However, in case of high-speed angular motion like plane’s 
big-maneuver flight and ship motion with roll, pitch and yaw 
[2, 3]
, at this time the rotating 
angle may suddenly be increased greatly within the fixed coherent time which may 
results in scatter migration through a resolution cell. Therefore, it is necessary to select an 
appropriate rotating angle for imaging to ensure ISAR imaging results to be focused.  
Although some research have been reported on this issue, these methods usually need 
estimation of parameters to realizing ISAR imaging at large rotating angles. In this paper 
a new idea of acquiring rotating angle for optimal ISAR imaging is presented which is no 
longer based on the estimation of parameters like rotating angle, rotating speed, etc.  
The method is described and an example is also given to show the efficiency of new 
method with good focusing effect in ship ISAR imaging.  
II. Range-Doppler Imaging Theorem and Small Rotating Angle Condition 
ISAR image can be obtained by Range-Doppler (R-D) method if motion compensation is 
accomplished. The reason why R-D method is still widely used till now is due to its 
transformation of two-dimensional ISAR imaging processing into two one-dimensional 
FFT operations and thus resulting in great simplification of manipulation. However, this 
simplification is only valid under the condition that the relative rotating angle between 
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Where Dy and Dx are the maximum length of the target in range and cross-range 
directions of the image projection plane, rδ is the range resolution of R-D imaging 
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in which c is the wave propagation speed. In equation (1), raδ is the cross-range 
resolution given by the rotating angle θΔ  during the coherent integrated time period 
which is  
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Here 0λ  is the wavelength corresponding to center frequency.  
In R-D imaging process, target rotating angle is referred to angle between fixed reference 
axis of the target and radar sight line. Receiving data are processed by motion 
compensation, and target motion is transformed into radar rotation around the reference 
point on target itself. However in ship ISAR imaging, because of fast rotation motion 
caused by roll, pitch or yaw it is often difficult to select an appropriate R-D imaging time 
period. If the selected rotating angle for imaging is not satisfied with condition (1) which 
means the large rotating angle of imaging appears, then it will result in defocusing at 
edges of imaging results. Up now it has become a hot spot in ISAR imaging research on 
how to select time period for imaging properly, and fro this purpose an non-parametric 
time period selecting algorithm for optimal ISAR imaging is presented in paper based on 
image entropy principle.   
III. Acquisition of Optimal Rotating Angle  
It is known that entropy function can be utilized to describe the involved information 
quantities of a stochastic signal, and the more uniform distribution of signal means the 
more larger of entropy value which can provide more information quantities. Considering 
one image, if regarding the grey-scale values of image pixels as a stochastic signal, then 
the more focusing effect of image means the less uniform distribution of this stochastic 
signal and also the more smaller of its entropy value 
[4]
. This principle also constitutes the 
theoretical fundamental of non-parametric time selecting algorithm for optimal ISAR 
imaging given in this paper.    
Assuming one-dimensional range profile of the l-th echo after motion compensation is  
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where N  ( L> )  is the cross-range bin number. Image entropy of imaging result is 
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In the non-parametric acquisition method in this paper, the optimal imaging time is 
determined by searching L so as to find out the minimal entropy OPTL  of R-D imaging 
result obtained from those echoes of Ll ,,2,1 L=  ( totally L echoes),  i.e.  
)(minOPT LEL
L
=                           (8) 
Following is the procedure of new non-parametric acquisition method. 
Step 1:  Setting initial values, including 1OPT =L , 1=L and other larger values for 
)1(E and N , for example, setting 100)1(OPT == EE and 1024=N  . 
Step 2: 1+= LL ;Then doing N-points FFT operation along cross-range direction for 
each range bin of one-dimensional motion-compensated range profile 
)(lG , Ll ,,2,1 L= and acquiring two-dimensional R-D imaging result 
KkNnknI LL ,2,1,,,2,1),,( ==  of the target. Next calculating entropy value )(LE     
Step 3:  If OPT)( ELE ≤   then LL =OPT )(OPT LEE = , and turns to Step 2        
If not, the loop of calculation ends up and exits.   
IV.  Simulation Results and Discussion 
In order to verify the efficiency of new method, an example of ship ISAR imaging is 
given in below. Fig.1 is 3D model of a simulated ship with two central masts. Fig.2 is the 
rotating angle of ship motion with pitch. Fig. 3 shows the imaging result at large rotating 
angle which is obviously a blurred image. Fig. 4 represents the curve of entropy function 
)(LE  versus L . Finally Fig.5 gives some imaging results based on several segments of 
echo data determined by non-parametric time period selecting algorithm for optimal 
ISAR imaging given in this paper, and the results show that these images are focusing 
and the algorithm is valid. Actually, rotating angle estimation can be further done based 
on these segments of data with optimal data division and then imaging at large rotating 
angle can be realized with higher resolution by utilizing MECP (modified extended 
coherent processing) method as described in Ref.[5]. Because of space limited here, the 
detail of MECP is not given in this paper.   
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  Fig.1  3D simulation model of a ship            Fig.2  Rotating angle of ship motion
         
Fig.3 Imaging result at large rotating angle(blurred)   Fig.4 Entropy of R-D imaging result 
       
               (a)                                     (b) 
        
                (c)                                     (d) 
   Fig.5  Imaging results at some optimal angles achieved by the new method  
  (a) echo No. from 1 to 69,     (b) echo No. from 70 to 169, 
  (c) echo No. from 170 to 420,  (d) echo No. from 421 to 520
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